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Size perceptionSpatiotemporal interpolation (STI) refers to perception of complete objects from fragmentary information
across gaps in both space and time. It differs from static interpolation in that requirements for interpo-
lation are not met in any static frame. It has been found that STI produced objective performance advan-
tages in a shape discrimination paradigm for both illusory and occluded objects when contours met
conditions of spatiotemporal relatability. Here we report psychophysical studies testing whether spatio-
temporal interpolation allows recovery of metric properties of objects. Observers viewed virtual triangles
speciﬁed only by sequential partial occlusions of background elements by their vertices (the STI condi-
tion) and made forced choice judgments of the object’s size relative to a reference standard. We found
that length could often be accurately recovered for conditions where fragments were relatable and
formed illusory triangles. In the ﬁrst control condition, three moving dots located at the vertices provided
the same spatial and timing information as the virtual object in the STI condition but did not induce per-
ception of interpolated contours or a coherent object. In the second control condition oriented line seg-
ments were added to the dots and mid-points between the dots in a way that did not induce perception
of interpolated contours. Control stimuli did not lead to accurate size judgments. We conclude that spa-
tiotemporal interpolation can produce representations, from fragmentary information, of metric proper-
ties in addition to shape.
 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
One of the important functions of visual perception is to provide
descriptions of objects in the world, and thereby facilitate interac-
tion with them. Many tasks require not only perceiving an object’s
shape but also metric properties such as its size. For example, even
though a car and a miniature hot-wheels toy car may have the
same shape, the way we interact with them is drastically different.
Recovering size accurately is often fundamental in our interactions
with the environment, for both behavioral tasks, e.g., reaching and
grasping, as well as cognitive tasks, such as thinking and planning.
Obtaining useful object descriptions through vision is compli-
cated by the fact that often only fragmentary information from
the object reaches our eyes. Recent research has focused onperhaps the most challenging version of fragmentation in visual
information: cases where only parts of objects ever project to the
eyes and these parts become available sequentially in time. Rather
than being exotic phenomena unique to perception laboratories,
these cases are quite common in a world in which objects and
observers move, and in which occlusion is frequent. The question
investigated in the current research is whether it is possible to
recover characteristics of object size (e.g., the length of the object)
when visual information does not specify the length in any
momentary view. Actually, the question of metric perception from
spatiotemporal interpolation examined here is even more
demanding: Can we recover size of an object when that object
never exists in any momentary view? Thus, an alternative title of
this article could be: ‘‘What is the size of an object that is never
present in the stimulus?’’
In ordinary perception, most objects are partially visible due to
occlusion by other opaque objects. For a moving observer, more-
over, the pattern of occlusion changes with viewpoint; as a result,
a full view of the object may never be present at any instance.
Vision researchers have discovered a great deal about spatial inter-
polation processes that can produce perception of interpolated
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of camouﬂage, such as illusory contours and objects in laboratory
settings (Fantoni & Gerbino, 2003; Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993;
Kanizsa, 1979; Kellman & Shipley, 1991; Lorenceau & Shiffrar,
1992, 1999; Petry & Meyer, 1987; Rubin, 2001; Tse, 1999; von
der Heydt, Peterhans, & Baumgartner, 1984) and natural scenes
(Elder & Goldberg, 2002; Geisler & Perry, 2009; Geisler et al., 2001).
Only more recently has research focused on the even more chal-
lenging case of spatiotemporal interpolation, in which the inputs to
interpolation processes are obtained over time. Such cases are
important in ordinary perception, as in interacting with objects
in the environment; a moving observer frequently encounters
changing patterns of occlusion, yet still may beneﬁt from recover-
ing the structure of objects and scenes. The role of motion has been
explored for various aspects of perceptual grouping, including the
inﬂuence of common motion of parts in unit formation (e.g.,
Johnson et al., 2003; Kellman, Gleitman, & Spelke, 1987; Kellman
& Spelke, 1983), the role of motion information for perceiving illu-
sory and occluded stimuli (Anderson & Barth, 1999; Anderson &
Sinha, 1997; Anderson, O’Vari, & Barth, 2011; Bruno & Bertamini,
1990; Kellman & Cohen, 1984; Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992, 1999;
Shipley & Cunningham, 2001), and the perception of boundaries
and form in the absence of oriented edge inputs (Bruno, 2001;
Cunningham, Shipley, & Kellman, 1998a, 1998b; Shipley &
Kellman, 1990, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997; Stanley & Rubin, 2005).
Previous research shows that observers can recover and discrimi-
nate the shapes of dynamically occluded objects when their visible
fragments satisfy certain spatial and temporal relations, formalized
as spatiotemporal relatability (Palmer, Kellman, & Shipley, 2006).
However, previous research has not shown whether metric proper-
ties can be effectively recovered by spatiotemporal interpolation
for such dynamically occluded objects.
Metric properties can be recovered from visual units formed by
either of the two different processes reported in literature, namely,
‘‘edge-insensitive’’ process (Kellman, 1996) or ‘‘edge-sensitive’’
process (Kellman & Cohen, 1984). For ‘‘edge-insensitive’’ process,
motion information connects spatially separated visible parts
through processes that depend on motion alone, as in the Gestalt
principle of common fate. While for ‘‘edge-sensitive’’ processes
unit formation is critically based on relations of oriented edges that
lead to spatiotemporal interpolation if they satisfy the require-
ments for contour relatability (Kellman & Cohen, 1984; Palmer,
Kellman, & Shipley, 2006). Length can be recovered from ‘‘edge-
insensitive’’ processes by using motion information and the dis-
tance between spatial markers that appear at different time
instances. For ‘‘edge-sensitive’’ processes, spatiotemporal interpo-
lation based on edge relations is crucial. Edge-sensitive interpola-
tion imposes greater constraints on the inputs, but as a result
yields more in its outputs: Interpolation by edge-sensitive pro-
cesses leads to detailed representations of interpolated boundary
positions and clear shape. When object fragments are related by
common motion alone (without relatable edges), unit formation
may occur, but exact shape may be poorly speciﬁed.
The process of spatiotemporal interpolation (STI) relies both on
spatial extraction of object features as well as an hypothesized rep-
resentation, the dynamic visual icon, that not only preserves frag-
mentary information over time, but, over time, spatially updates
the positions of previously seen fragments, allowing them to be
appropriately connected to subsequently extracted object frag-
ments (Palmer, Kellman, & Shipley, 2006). Because this mechanism
of spatiotemporal interpolation includes within it a positional
updating mechanism, it could provide the information needed for
specifying metric properties in the object representations that
result. The visual system may indeed know the size of an object
that is never present in the stimulus, because despite its absence
there, it exists in the dynamic visual icon.A phenomenon that has relations to STI, especially in the accu-
mulation of shape information in some sort of storage buffer, is
anorthoscopic perception. In anorthoscopic perception an object
travels behind a narrow slit and researchers have reported that
observers are able to perceive the entire shape of the object even
though only small fraction of the object is visible at any given
instant (Helmholtz,1962; Parks, 1965; Plateau, 1836; Zöllner,
1862). Hochberg (1968) showed observers a rotating plus-shaped
ﬁgure behind a circular aperture in discrete frames. The observers
could reliably detect overall form and distinguish between possible
and impossible plus shaped 3D ﬁgure. Based on the performance of
the observers, Hochberg argued for post-retinal visual storage that
gets updated using incoming information in successive frames and
leads to integration of visible regions into an accurate representa-
tion of shape. The perceived ﬁgure can be much bigger than the slit
through which it is observed suggesting that shape information
persists and is accumulated over time (e.g., Anstis & Atkinson,
1967).
However, there is a distinct difference between anorthoscopic
perception and STI. In anorthoscopic displays, the entire ﬁgure is
projected to the eyes over time as it moves behind a single aper-
ture. In spatiotemporal interpolation large regions of the dynami-
cally occluded objects are never projected to the eyes and the
shape discrimination task requires interpolation across unspeciﬁed
regions in the image. The ﬁgure is much larger vertically than any
of the apertures and the apertures are offset and misaligned. These
conditions ensure that shape perception occurs though integrating
information across several narrow, misaligned apertures over time.
The goal of this research is to investigate whether reconstruc-
tion of dynamically occluded objects by spatiotemporal interpola-
tion (STI) provides metric information and whether perception of
metric properties when interpolation occurs (via edge-sensitive
processes) is superior to a comparable control condition in which
spatiotemporal interpolation is absent, and unit formation occurs
via edge-insensitive processes or not at all. This was accomplished
by comparing contour-sensitive STI displays with control displays
that did not support STI but contained the possibility of common
fate information (albeit common fate of elements those were not
simultaneously present). The STI condition on the following web-
site (http://www.sowi.uni-kl.de/ﬁleadmin/wpsy/public/STI/STI_-
Len.htm) is an example if edge-sensitive process, while the 3-dot
controls, with and without oriented line segments, show grouping
by edge-insensitive process. The control group also controlled for
the possibility that cognitive strategies, along with perception of
sequentially revealed endpoints and a sense of elapsed time, could
allow estimation of the distance between endpoints. If spatiotem-
poral interpolation produces metric shape representations, it was
predicted that the experimental condition would produce greater
accuracy and/or precision of edge length than would be possible
from estimation strategies or even potential common fate informa-
tion available in a control group that did not support edge
interpolation.
The research described in this paper draws upon work on visual
unit formation in static and dynamically occluded scenes. To pro-
vide a context for the current experiment, we brieﬂy review some
aspects of visual unit formation below.
1.1. Types of visual completion
One of the inﬂuential observations of the Gestalt psychologists
was that we are able to perceive parts of objects even when there
are no local stimulus correlates (Koffka, 1935; Michotte, Thines, &
Crabbe, 1964). Michotte, Thines, and Crabbe (1964) proposed the
term ‘‘amodal’’ completion to describe perception of occluded
areas in the absence of sensory attributes. For example, Fig. 1A
shows a situation in which a white square on a black background
Fig. 1. Kanizsa squares. (A) Amodal completion, occluded object. (B) Modal
completion, illusory ﬁgure.
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surface. Despite the perception of the square as connected behind
the occluding surfaces, this representation of complete objects is
amodal in that it does not contain local sensory information, such
as perception of brightness or color in the occluded parts. Instead
these are seen as situated behind other opaque objects. A different
phenomenal experience occurs when perceptually completed
forms are perceived in front of adjacent surfaces – what
Michotte, Thines, and Crabbe (1964) called ‘‘modal’’ completion,
and what are now more commonly referred to as illusory contours,
surfaces, or objects. Fig. 1B shows a common example, deriving
from the work of Kanizsa (1979, 1987). In the display, the form that
is perceived has no real contours in the central regions marking its
border with the surround. Despite this, the circles appear to be
behind and occluded by the white square that is not explicitly
drawn in the image.
Interpolation occurs spatiotemporally in kinetic illusory ﬁgures,
rather than just spatially as in ordinary illusory ﬁgures (Bruno &
Bertamini, 1990; Kellman & Cohen, 1984). In Fig. 2 sequential
interruptions of the black circles on a white background caused
by the movement of a triangle of the same color as the background
over them give rise to a percept of unitary occluding ﬁgure. As in
Kellman & Cohen’s work, to be a kinetic illusory ﬁgure, rather than
a conventional illusory ﬁgure, requires that inducing elements be
conﬁgured so that no interpolated edges appear in any static
frame. The phenomenon of kinetic illusory ﬁgures is that, despite
this limitation, objects created by interpolation become clearly vis-
ible when the frames are played sequentially over time. The vari-Fig. 2. Schematic of a kinetic illusory ﬁgure. Sequential changes in black circles on a
white background lead to the perception of a unitary central triangle of the
background color moving infront of the circles (Kellman & Cohen, 1984).ous types of visual completion described here inﬂuenced the
choice of the displays in the current experiment.
1.2. Processes specifying visual unit formation
Motion plays an important role in visual unit formation. Gestalt
psychologists proposed the notion that units that move together
get grouped together as a unit (the grouping principle of common
fate). As we mentioned earlier, Kellman and Shipley (1991) distin-
guished between two processes of visual unit formation that
depend on motion. Primitive or edge-insensitive processes specify
unity only without indication location of particular boundaries.
Rich or edge-sensitive processes specify both unity and form. The
construction of detailed shape representations from edge-sensitive
requires certain orientational and positional relations among the
boundaries of the visible parts of the object while perception of
unity alone from motion does not.
In the current study, the experimental STI condition was depen-
dent on edge-sensitive processes with a form perceived via spatio-
temporal interpolation while the spatial markers in control
condition were grouped together simply due to the motion pattern.
Thus the experimental and control conditions were chosen to
investigate whether edge-insensitive processes are sufﬁcient for
the estimation of length or if form perception based on edge-sen-
sitive interpolation is crucial.
1.3. Visual unit formation in static and dynamic scenes
The process of spatiotemporal interpolation (STI) leads to the
formation of a visual unit when the stimulation is fragmentary
across both space and time. Spatially, a single object may project
separate fragments to discontinuous retinal areas. Temporally,
such fragments may occur sequentially in time, when objects or
observers move. These pervasive aspects of ordinary seeing require
processes that interpolate across gaps in both space and time.
Although there is an important complementary process of surface
interpolation (e.g., Stanley & Rubin, 2005; Yin, Kellman, & Shipley,
1997), contour interpolation plays the key role in deﬁning object
shape (Kellman, Garrigan, & Shipley, 2005a; Kellman et al., 2005b).
The ‘‘sensitive’’ aspect of edge-sensitive interpolation is that it
depends on certain constraints regarding the relative positions
and orientations of edges given in the stimulus. A basic gating
mechanism for interpolation is that inputs to the process are edges
that end in contour intersections or junctions (Rubin, 2001; Shipley
& Kellman, 1990). Junctions are points of tangent discontinuities –
points where the contours have no unique orientation. (Visible
contour junctions typically involve two edge orientations, although
more are possible.)
For candidate edges (those leading into points of tangent dis-
continuity), the conditions that govern contour interpolation have
been formally described in terms of spatial relatability.
Relatability is a notion related to the Gestalt idea of good con-
tinuation (Kellman et al., 2003, 2005b; Wertheimer, 1921). Relat-
ability is the reciprocal to discontinuity, deﬁned by the absence
of corners or very sharp curves between the edges in consideration.
Two edges are spatially relatable if their linear extensions intersect
at an angle that is greater than or equal to 90 deg (Kellman &
Shipley, 1991; for equations deﬁning relatability in 2D and 3D,
see Kellman et al., 2005b).
Palmer, Kellman, and Shipley (2006) proposed and tested an
extension of spatial relatability to help understand spatiotemporal
interpolation phenomena. The theory of spatiotemporal relatabili-
ty (STR) explains dynamic object formation by the application of
geometry of spatial relatability to currently seen parts and previ-
ously seen parts that were stored in a buffer – the dynamic visual
icon. After a visible edge becomes occluded, it continues to be
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gets updated based on the velocity information obtained while it
was visible. For being successfully represented as a dynamic visual
icon the visual process must extract information about contour
shape, motion (speed and direction), junctions, and boundary own-
ership of visible portions of the object. Experimental results are
consistent with the existence of these features. When object frag-
ments fulﬁll the characteristics for STR, evidence indicates that
uniﬁed object representations are formed, and these representa-
tions confer advantages in object discrimination tasks (Palmer,
Kellman, & Shipley, 2006).1.4. Our study: recovery of metric properties (length) by STI
In the work reported here, we investigated whether recovery of
form through STI is accompanied by metric representations, specif-
ically representation of the length of an object’s edge. We also
investigated whether spatiotemporal relatability is essential for
recovering metric properties of dynamically occluded objects or
if, alternatively, an accurate estimate of length can be derived just
by unit formation by motion as in edge-insensitive processes,
assuming the latter processes can operate when separate dots
and oriented line segments, that do not induce spatiotemporal
interpolation, are revealed sequentially in time.2. Methods and procedure
2.1. Participants
Fourteen undergraduate students of the University of California,
Los Angeles (UCLA) and fourteen students from University of Kais-
erslautern, Germany (Uni-KL), with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in this experiment. The observers were naïve to
the purpose and nature of the experiment. They gave informed
consent in accord with the policies of, UCLA and Uni-KL Committee
for the Protection of Human Subjects, which approved the experi-
mental protocol, in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the
World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki) for experi-
ments involving humans.2.2. Apparatus
The displays were created and presented by a program written
in MATLAB programming language (Mathworks Ltd.) using rou-
tines from the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997). Displays
were presented on one of three 1600  1200 ViewSonic Graphic Series
G225f computer monitors (UCLA), or a 1600  1200 Sun Microsys-
tems CRT monitor (Uni-KL), each with a resolution of
1024  768 pixels and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. The observer sat
114 cm from the screen with his or her head stabilized using a
chin-and-forehead rest. Participants responded by pressing one
of two keys on the keyboard.2.3. Units and conversion factors
For our experimental set-up, one degree of visual angle was
equivalent to 53 pixels or 2 cm. The base-lengths of triangles used
in our stimuli, which will be described below, were 6.0 cm on
screen (3.0 deg or 160 pixels) and 4.5 cm (2.25 deg or 120 pixels).
In this manuscript we will be using pixels (abbreviated as ‘‘px’’)
as units to report the dimensions of our stimuli and results.2.4. Stimuli
There were three conditions in this experiment, the spatiotem-
poral interpolation (STI) condition and two control conditions.
Fig. 3-Bottom row shows the displays for the three conditions. In
all three, elements were deﬁned by sequential partial occlusion
of black disks that were placed in the path of a white triangle oscil-
lating on a white background. In the STI condition, the requirement
for truly spatiotemporal interpolation was ensured by allowing no
more than one vertex of the triangle to be visible at any moment.
This design prevented observers from recovering the length of the
triangle’s base simply by spatial interpolation between two verti-
ces. In the ﬁrst control condition (‘‘Control Condition 1’’), dots were
placed at the vertices of virtual triangles with the same dimension
as the ones in the STI condition. Although the dots provided the
same spatial and timing information as the triangle vertices in
the STI condition, they did not induce perception of interpolated
contours or a coherent object. In the second control condition
(‘‘Control Condition 2’’), oriented line segments were added to
the dots and mid-points between the dots in a way that did not
induce perception of subjective triangle. These additional lines
provided occluded stationary dots during the motion sequence as
did the illusory triangle in the experimental condition. Moreover,
they provided much more in the way of continuous, oriented refer-
ence information than was present in any other condition. If cogni-
tive strategies based on sequentially available vertex information
along with continuously available edge fragments allowed accu-
rate size estimation, we expected this condition to produce the
best accuracy. However, if illusory object formation through spa-
tiotemporal interpolation provides metric information that is bet-
ter than can be achieved through cognitive strategies, we expected
this condition, along with the ﬁrst control condition, to produce
worse accuracy and or consistency of size estimation than in the
spatiotemporal interpolation condition.
The illusory equilateral triangle was presented (Fig. 3-Top row)
with two base-lengths of 120 px and 160 px respectively. The tri-
angles were rotated by 15 from the horizontal direction of motion
to ensure unambiguous motion information. (When a straight edge
is oriented parallel to the direction of motion, its motion signal is
ambiguous because the component of motion along its length pro-
duces no changes on the retina.) As the triangle translated across
the screen, black inducing elements (disks with diameter of
60 px were sequentially occluded by vertices of the triangle. For
each and every trial, the position of the three black inducing disks
was randomly jittered by 15 px in vertical and horizontal direction
about the center of the disks. Random jitter in the position of
inducing disks was included so that the participants could not
use the position of inducers to come up with an estimate of length
of the base of the triangle. Additionally, in order to refresh the
memory about the speed of triangle small dots (20 px in diameter)
were placed in ﬁxed positions in between the bigger black disks as
shown in Fig. 3. It has been shown that the speed of recently seen,
occluded or camouﬂaged object fragments is estimated very accu-
rately with multiple refreshes (Palmer, Kellman, & Shipley, 2006),
but across greater periods ‘‘occlusion velocity’’ is systematically
slower than the velocity signal present when a fragment was visi-
ble (Palmer & Kellman, 2001, 2002, 2003). Two small dots (20 px in
diameter, each) were placed close together on the triangle’s base so
as to identify which side was the target base. These dynamic dis-
plays created a clear representation of an illusory triangle despite
the little information actually given. Taking into account the entire
motion sequence, for the triangles with base-length 160 px and
120 px approximately 50% and 67% respectively of the triangle’s
complete border were ever speciﬁed by local stimulus information.
In the Control conditions, the dot stimuli contained the same
black inducing elements, but the illusory triangle was speciﬁed
Fig. 3. Overview of displays and conditions. Top row: Phases of an experimental trial. First, the inducers appeared, followed by (A) either the STI stimulus or the control
stimulus (B) The stimulus oscillated for 4 s before being replaced by (C) the comparison line and pause for response. Bottom row: Stills from the dynamic displays (1) the STI
condition and (2) Control Condition 1 with dots placed at the vertices of the triangle. (3) Control Condition 2 with dots and oriented line segments that do not induce
interpolation. For both stimulus type, the illusory triangle or the white dots translated horizontally and were revealed by sequential partial occlusion of the black inducers
and different time frames. Only ONE vertex of the triangle was visible at any moment to ensure spatiotemporal (as opposed to simply spatial) interpolation. The task of the
observer was to judge the length of the base of the ‘‘emergent triangle’’ that crossed the double dots. (This is schematic representation and dimensions of the stimuli do not
match the ones used in the experiment. The white line segments and dots and a white background were used in the experiment. Outlines are being shown in black/gray to
show the stimulus conﬁguration in static frames).
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the underlying equilateral triangle (Fig. 3). The circumference of
each of the white dot (62.8 px) was roughly equal to the maximum
length of the parts of edges of the illusory triangle visible at any
vertices (60 px). As in the STI condition, only one dot was visible
at any instant. The presence of smooth circular dots instead of ver-
tices with tangent discontinuities prevented contour interpolation
based on the principles of spatiotemporal relatability. No deﬁnite
form was perceived in the moving display; however, since the dots
moved together, they could group together into a triangular visual
unit as expected by the Gestalt grouping cue of common fate
(assuming common fate can operate with elements not simulta-
neously visible). Phenomenologically, all participants reported that
the three dots revealed a triangular conﬁguration over the course
of their motion sequence. In order to estimate the extent betweenthe dots at the base of the virtual triangle, the observer would have
to use cognitive strategies based on speed and time instead of
recovering the shape via spatiotemporal relatability and thereby
the length of the edge.
In Control Condition 2, oriented line segments were added to
the dots and to the mid points between the dots. The lines were
27 px long subtending an angle of 0.5 deg. The orientation of the
segments did not support relatability of edges of the triangle; how-
ever, it allowed for cognitive strategies that might be used to infer
the size of as virtual object through vertex information, timing, and
the presence of continuously available reference features (lines). If
inference processes, not spatiotemporal interpolation, were used in
the experimental condition, then participants might see one vertex
at one time and somehow extrapolate the (hidden) movement of
that vertex such that its updated position could be compared to
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strategy is equally available in both control groups (and the exper-
imental condition). In addition, the second Control group provides
continuously available reference lines which do not support spa-
tiotemporal contour interpolation but do provide better informa-
tion for relating vertex positions that are acquired sequentially in
time. Also, these reference lines interact with the stationary dots
in the displays in the same spatial and temporal patterns as in
the experimental group.
2.5. Design
For the ﬁrst experiment, the experimental design included three
crossed within-subject variables: display-type (STI condition or
Control Condition 1), target base-length (120 px and 160 px) and
staircase direction (2up-1down or 2down-1up). The second exper-
iment consisted of the control condition with dots and oriented
line segments (Control Condition 2). The within-subject variables
were target base-length (120 px and 160 px) and staircase direc-
tion (2up-1down or 2down-1up). Each observer completed 2
blocks of interleaved staircases in a given direction with a 5 min
break in between the blocks. In each block, trials from each stair-
case were presented in random order.
2.6. Procedure
A schematic illustration of trial structure is shown in Fig. 3-Top
row. The inducers, i.e., the three black disks and four black dots,
appeared at the beginning of each trial. They were followed by
the oscillating stimulus which was a white triangle in the STI con-
dition or three white dots (with or without white oriented line seg-
ments) in the Control conditions. The oscillating stimulus
completed two oscillations horizontally in 4 s at the speed of
10/s. Immediately afterward, a black comparison line whose
length was controlled by an adaptive staircase appeared on the
screen. The observers made a forced choice of whether the compar-
ison line was longer or shorter than the perceived base-length in
the preceding display. The comparison line remained until the
observer responded using either the ‘‘S’’ (shorter) or the ‘‘L’’
(longer) key. No feedback was given. The next trial was initiated
by the observer’s response.
For each display, the length of the comparison line was varied
based on an adaptive staircase (Treutwein, 1995). Interleaved stair-
cases were used by randomly intermixing different display sizes
(120 px and 160 px). For the ﬁrst experiment, the STI condition
and the Control Condition 1 was interleaved within a block. One
advantage of this format is that it tends to minimize the observer’s
memory for responses given to particular displays on previous tri-
als. Data were collected for each experimental condition by using
two different staircase procedures (2-up/1-down and 1-up/2-
down). A 2-up/1-down staircase converged on the point of the
underlying psychometric function where the observer was 29.3%
likely to say that the comparison line was ‘‘longer’’ than the
base-length of the triangle, and a 1-up/2-down staircase converged
at the 70.7% likely ‘‘longer’’ point (for discussion of obtaining par-
ticular points on psychometric functions by using different types of
staircases, see Derman, 1957; Falmagne, 1986; Levitt, 1970;
Treutwein, 1995). For the 2-up/1-down staircases the comparison
line remained at the same length until the observer made two con-
secutive ‘‘shorter’’ responses or one ‘‘longer’’ response. Two
‘‘shorter’’ responses caused the comparison line to increase in
length on the next trial thus making the task easier. By contrast,
one ‘‘shorter’’ response made the comparison line shorter, thus
making the task more difﬁcult. For the 1-up/2-down staircases
the procedure was reversed. The comparison line changed in
length for the next trial after one ‘‘shorter’’ response or two consec-utive ‘‘longer’’ responses. The change in line length occurred in
steps of 20 px for the ﬁrst two reversals of direction in line-length
changes. Next, the line changed in length by 10 px for next 8 rever-
sals and ﬁnally by 5 px until the end of the staircase. The staircases
converged after 16 reversals or a maximum of 100 trials. One stair-
case typically required approximately 5 min to complete. The ini-
tial value for the length of the comparison line was randomly
selected from between 120 px and 160 px and differed for each
staircase.
For the Control Condition 2 which was run after the ﬁrst two
conditions, the dots with oriented line segment were shown as
interleaved 2-up/1-down and 1-up/2-down by randomly intermix-
ing the different display sizes (120 px and 160 px).2.7. Dependent measures and data analyses
The points of the underlying psychometric function that were
sampled in the experiment were ﬁtted with cumulative Gaussian
using the PSIGNFIT toolbox. The PSIGNFIT toolbox implements
the maximum-likelihood method described by Wichmann and
Hill (2001) to ﬁt psychometric functions to data points. The tool-
box returned the threshold (the 50% point) and the slope at the
mean for the best ﬁtting cumulative Gaussian for the data points.
The mean gives the measure of the point of subjective equality
(PSE) or the measure of length at which the observer is 50% likely
to make ‘‘longer’’ judgment. As in previous work (Guttman &
Kellman, 2004), we took the mean to deﬁne the best estimate of
the perceived value for the variable being measured. Perceptual
values obtained in this way were compared to the physically spec-
iﬁed length of the virtual object or separation of anchor points for a
given condition. Also following earlier work (Guttman & Kellman,
2004), we took the difference between the two points on the psy-
chometric function (the 29.3% and 71.7% likelihoods of a partici-
pant saying ‘‘longer’’) to deﬁne an imprecision measure for each
stimulus. (We name the measure ‘‘imprecision’’ so that higher
numbers for distance between the estimates correspond to higher
values of the measure and linear relations between differences,
such as the relations between distances of 40, 60, and 80 pixels
are preserved in this measure. One could have the inverse – a pre-
cision measure going from 0 to 1 – by taking the reciprocal.) The
imprecision measure is directly related to the slope of the psycho-
metric function: the greater the slope, the more precisely could the
base-length to be estimated, whereas greater imprecision implies a
shallower slope.
For the ﬁrst experiment, data from 14 observers were analyzed
by a 2  2 repeated measures ANOVA with display type and base-
length as within-subject variables. Additionally, planned compari-
sons (t-tests) compared the accuracy and the imprecision results
obtained with the STI condition and the Control Condition 1 for
the two base-lengths. For comparing the STI condition and Control
Condition 2, the data from two different groups of 14 observers
were analyzed by 2  2 mixed ANOVA with repeated measures
on base-lengths and display type as a between-subject variable.
Additionally, independent samples t-tests were performed for
comparing the data for the STI condition and Control Condition
2, and Control Conditions 1 and 2.3. Results
Participants’ estimation of the base-length of triangles in this
study is shown in Fig. 4. The two panels show the accuracy and
imprecision measures for the STI and the Control conditions for
the two base-lengths. The spatiotemporal interpolation condition
(STI) produced a more accurate perception of length for both the
120 px and 160 px base-lengths. For base-length 120 px, the
Fig. 4. Results of the experiment. Mean accuracy data (A) and precision data (B) are shown by condition and display size. Error bars indicate ±one standard error of the mean.
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dard error of the mean 7.81 px) in the STI condition compared to
213.5 px (standard error of the mean 17.71 px) in the Control Con-
dition 1 and 182.69 px (standard error of the mean 12.28 px) in the
Control Condition 2. For base-length 160 px, the subjects perceived
an average estimated length of 171.42 px (standard error of the
mean 7.71 px) in the STI condition compared to 213.36 px (stan-
dard error of the mean 19.65 px) in the Control Condition 1 and
196.37 px (standard error of themean 13.92 px) in the Control Con-
dition 2. Qualitatively, the STI condition showed great sensitivity to
the difference in sizes of the two triangle displays whereas the Con-
trol conditions showed little or none. The average accuracies in the
STI condition corresponded to a 3.65% error in length estimation in
the case of the smaller triangle and a 7.1% error for the larger trian-
gle. In the Control Condition 1, average length estimations were
higher by roughly an order of magnitude, off by 77.9% and 33.4%
for the smaller and larger triangles respectively. In the Control Con-
dition 2, average length estimations were higher by 52.2% and
22.7% for the smaller and larger triangles respectively.
For the ﬁrst experiment with two display types (STI and Control
Condition 1), these observations were conﬁrmed by analyses using
2  2 repeated measures ANOVA. There were reliable main effects
of base-length {F(1,13) = 17.02, p < .001, g2p = 0.57} and display-type
{F(1,13) = 12.68, p < .005, g2p = 0.49} as well as a reliable base-
length  display-type interactions {F(1,13) = 12.42, p < .005,
g2p = 0.49}. Planned comparisons indicated that the values differed
signiﬁcantly between the STI and the Control conditions both for
160 px {t13 = 2.1, p < .05} and 120 px {t13 = 4.7, p < .001}. Planned
comparisons further indicated that the values differed signiﬁcantly
between the 160 px and 120 px base-lengths for the STI condition
{t13 = 7.1, p < .001} but not for Control Condition 1 {t13 = 0.13,
p = .99}.
For the second control experiment, a 2 (base-lengths: 120 px vs.
160 px)  2 (STI vs. Control Condition 2) mixed ANOVA with
repeated measures on base-lengths was conducted to compare
the accuracy of length estimates in Control Condition 2 and the
STI condition, respectively. A similar 2  2 mixed ANOVA analysis
was performed for the two Control conditions one without and
another with oriented line segments. There was a reliable interac-
tion between condition and base lengths for the STI vs. Control
Condition 2 {F(1,26) = 18.20, p < .001, g2p = 0.41}, but not for Control
Condition 1 vs. Control Condition 2 conditions {F(1,26) = 1.50,
p = .23, g2p = 0.055}. Independent samples t-test showed that theSTI Condition was reliably more accurate than Control Condition 2
for the 120 px display, {t26 = 4.0, p < .001}, but the difference was
not reliable for 160 px {t26 = 1.57, p = .12}. There was no signiﬁcant
difference between the means for the two control conditions for
either the 120 px display, {t26 = 1.43, p = .16} nor the 160 px display,
{t26 = 0.71, p = .49}. For Control Condition 2, a paired t-test was per-
formed to compare the means for the two base-lengths. There was
no reliable difference between means for the 160 px and 120 px dis-
plays in Control Condition 2 {t13 = 2.08, p = .06}.
The imprecision measure is an indicator to the sensitivity of the
processes involved in the recovery of metric properties on spatio-
temporal interpolation. Lower imprecision for STI condition com-
pared to the Control condition would indicate that the
availability of form from STI produces more precise and accurate
results than those achieved through cognitive strategies. The
imprecision measure for the base-length of 160 px was consistent
with this prediction for STI vs. Control Condition 1. For base-length
of 160 px, the imprecision for the STI condition, 21.14 px (standard
error of the mean 3.88 px) was much lower than for Control Con-
dition 1, 41.07 px (standard error of the mean 6.10 px). The
planned t-test supported the ﬁndings that these values differed
signiﬁcantly {t13 = 4.1, p < .001}. However, the imprecision results
for the STI and Control Condition 1 for base-length of 120 px did
not differ reliably {t13 = 0.8, p = .41}. The imprecision values were
36.88 px (standard error of the mean 5.14 px) in the STI condition
compared to an imprecision of 31.47 px (standard error of the
mean 5.03 px) in Control Condition 1. In a 2  2 repeated measures
ANOVA, there were no reliable main effects of base-length or
{F(1,13) = .112, p = .74, g2p = 0.009} or display-type {F(1,13) = 3.9,
p = .06, g2p = 0.23} but there was a reliable base-length  display-
type interaction {F(1,13) = 10.98, p < .05, g2p = 0.46}.
However, the imprecision results for Control Condition 2 for
base-length of 120 px was 39.9 px (standard error of the mean
8.4 px) and 160 px was 39.3 px (standard error of the mean
8.3 px). There was no reliable difference between the imprecision
measures for the two base-lengths. Independent sample t-test
showed that the imprecision results did not differ reliably from
the STI and Control Condition 1.
4. Discussion
The experiments sought to investigate the role played by spa-
tiotemporal interpolation in recovering metric properties such as
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across both space and time. The data from the experiments showed
that for conditions where a form was perceived by the virtue of
spatiotemporal interpolation, the length of the perceived triangle
was accurately estimated. Average error for length estimates were
in the 3–7% range for the STI condition. Errors of length estimation
were far higher in the Control Condition 1, despite equivalent spa-
tial and temporal markers that were displayed. In fact, in both Con-
trol displays, subjects gave very similar size estimates for the
120 px and 160 px displays (213.5 px and 213.36 px, respectively).
In a second control experiment the addition of oriented line seg-
ments that do not support interpolation did not lead accurate esti-
mation of length and produced estimates that did not differ
signiﬁcantly from Control Condition 1. Thus, cognitive inferences
about length based on position and timing, as in the dots control
condition, with or without oriented line segments, were much less
accurate. This pattern of results is consistent with the notion that
estimation of metric properties such as length is more accurate
when form is recovered due to STI than when length has to be esti-
mated through cognitive strategies. The inferior performance with
the Control stimuli may be attributed to cognitive strategies rely-
ing on spatial cues provided by the distance between the inducers
rather than actually recovering the length. The predicted STI effects
for accuracy were seen in both display sizes. This pattern of results
suggests a special role of perceptual object formation from spatio-
temporal interpolation in producing representations of function-
ally important object properties.
In the imprecision data, we found a reliable condition difference
for large displays but not for small displays. The greatest precision
of estimates was found in the STI condition with the largest dis-
play. In that case, a difference of 21 pixels was found, correspond-
ing to about 24 arcmin of visual angle. This means that, on average,
a change of 12 arcmin in the comparison stimulus from the esti-
mated perceived length was enough to markedly affect length
comparison, such that a 12 arcmin decrease produced approxi-
mately 29% judgments of ‘‘longer’’ and a similar increase raised
the proportion of ‘‘longer’’ responses to about 71%. For the smaller
STI display, the average range for imprecision was 37 pixels, corre-
sponding to about 0.71 deg (42.7 arcmin) of visual angle. Thus, a
shift of 21.35 arcmin in either direction from the approximately
veridical perceived length was enough to markedly change propor-
tions of ‘‘longer’’ responses in the STI condition. Although the pre-
cision of length perception as measured here was clearly better for
the larger display, both displays showed that perceived length was
quite constrained and that performance became easier as compar-
ison stimuli moved further from the actual base-length of the vir-
tual object.
The imprecision data in the Control conditions are somewhat
harder to interpret. For Control Condition 1, for the smaller display,
in particular, imprecision was as low (numerically lower, in fact,
although not statistically signiﬁcant) as for the corresponding STI
display. However, we note that this means something quite differ-
ent in this Control condition, as the estimated length in this condi-
tion is quite discrepant from the length speciﬁed by
spatiotemporal information in the stimulus. In fact, the limits of
imprecision (between the 29.4% and 71.6% proportions of ‘‘longer’’
responses) in neither case in Control Condition 1 encompassed the
true (virtual) value of length. For Control Condition 1, the smaller
display, combining the estimated perceived length of 213.5 px
with the measured imprecision of 41 px deg produces a range of
182–245 px for perceived length for a display that was actually
120 px in length, and the similar estimated perceived length and
imprecision for the larger display gives 172.3–254.3 px for a dis-
play that was actually 160 px in length. Besides failing to encom-
pass the veridical size of the virtual length, these data are
notably insensitive to the difference between the stimulus sizeconditions. We interpret the comparable precision of responding
in this Control condition across both displays, and the lack of var-
iation in responses to the two displays, as indicating a somewhat
stable strategy by subjects and across subjects, but not one that
had much to do with length perception.
The imprecision results are even harder to interpret for Control
Condition 2. For Control Condition 2, the smaller display, combin-
ing the estimated perceived length of 182.7 px with the measured
imprecision of 39.9 px produces a range of 143–223 px for per-
ceived length for a display that was actually 120 px in length. How-
ever, the estimated perceived length and imprecision for the
160 px display gives 156–236 px that does encompass the true
(virtual) value of the length. Based on the similar imprecision val-
ues obtained for the two sizes in Control Condition 2, we interpret
that the presence of oriented line elements leads to cognitive strat-
egies that is stable across displays of different sizes. However, the
errors in length estimation compared to the true (virtual) length
shows that these cognitive strategies do not help much in length
estimation if the oriented line elements do not induce visual unit
formation via spatiotemporal relatability.
Taken together, these results indicate that metric perception
can arise from formation of objects based on spatiotemporal inter-
polation. Length was accurately perceived under conditions known
to support object formation by spatiotemporal interpolation. Per-
ception of such objects requires satisfaction of certain constraints
in the edge-sensitive interpolation process, mainly the spatial
and temporal relations described as spatiotemporal relatability
(Palmer, Kellman, & Shipley, 2006). When clear spatial and tempo-
ral reference points are provided that do not lead to perception of
illusory ﬁgures through the edge-sensitive process (although these
may still be related by common fate or an edge-insensitive group-
ing process), perception of object characteristics was inaccurate
and not at all comparable to that under STI condition. Cognitive
strategies for recovering length from the same basic spatial and
temporal data do not approach the accuracy of spatiotemporal
interpolation. The present data provide further evidence of sophis-
ticated routines that the visual system uses to decode objects and
scenes despite inputs that can be fragmentary in both space and
time. The remarkable capacity of STI to accumulate fragments
across space and time and produce perception of coherent objects
even allows us to perceive the sizes of objects that, in an important
sense, never really exist in the stimulus.
Based on this study we conclude that spatiotemporal contour
interpolation not only produces perception of shape but furnishes
representations with reasonably accurate metric properties of
dynamically perceived objects. Even though an object constructed
through spatiotemporal interpolation does not exist at any
moment in the stimulus, its size and shape appear to be accurately
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